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 Syst. Biol. 42(3):231-246, 1993

 SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATION, HISTORICAL FATE,
 AND THE SPECIES PROBLEM

 Robert J. O'Hara1

 Department of Philosophy and The Zoological Museum,
 University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA

 Abstract.?The species problem is one of the oldest controversies in natural history. Its per?
 sistence suggests that it is something more than a problem of fact or definition. Considerable
 light is shed on the species problem when it is viewed as a problem in the representation of
 the natural system (sensu Griffiths, 1974, Acta Biotheor. 23:85-131; de Queiroz, 1988, Philos. Sci.
 55:238-259). Just as maps are representations of the earth and are subject to what is called
 cartographic generalization, so diagrams of the natural system (evolutionary trees) are repre?
 sentations of the evolutionary chronicle and are subject to a temporal version of cartographic
 generalization, which may be termed systematic generalization. Cartographic generalization is
 based on judgements of geographical importance, and systematic generalization is based on
 judgements of historical importance, judgements expressed in narrative sentences (sensu Danto,
 1985, Narration and knowledge, Columbia Univ. Press, New York). At higher systematic levels,
 these narrative sentences are conventional and retrospective, but near the species level they
 become prospective, that is, dependent upon expectations of the future. The truth of prospective
 narrative sentences is logically indeterminable in the present, and since all the common species
 concepts depend upon prospective narration, it is impossible for any of them to be applied with
 precision. [Future contingents; generalization; maps; natural system; phylogeny; representation;
 species; trees.]

 Fifty years after the publication of The
 Origin of Species (Darwin, 1859), the phi?
 losopher John Dewey tried to assess the
 impact of evolution on his discipline. The
 traditional pre-Darwinian views of nature,
 he wrote, views that had been ascendant
 in philosophy for 2,000 years and had be?
 come "the familiar furniture of the mind,
 rested on the assumption of the superiority
 of the fixed and final; they rested on treat?
 ing change and origin as signs of defect
 and unreality." Into this stable framework,
 Darwin "introduced a mode of thinking
 that was bound to transform the logic of
 knowledge" (Dewey, 1910:1-2). But Dew?
 ey recognized that this transformation was
 far from complete even in his day, half a
 hundred years after the Origin had first ap?
 peared.

 Old ideas give way slowly, for they are more than
 abstract logical forms and categories. They are hab?
 its, predispositions, deeply engrained attitudes of
 aversion and preference. Moreover, the conviction
 persists?though history shows it to be a halluci-

 1 Present address: Center for Critical Inquiry in the
 Liberal Arts, University of North Carolina at Greens?
 boro, Greensboro, North Carolina 27412-5001, USA.

 nation?that all the questions that the human mind
 has asked are questions that can be answered in
 terms of the alternatives that the questions them?
 selves present. But in fact intellectual progress usu?
 ally occurs through sheer abandonment of ques?
 tions together with both of the alternatives they
 assume?an abandonment that results from their

 decreasing vitality and a change of urgent interest.
 We do not solve them: we get over them. Old ques?
 tions are solved by disappearing, evaporating, while
 new questions corresponding to the changed at?
 titude of endeavor and preference take their place.
 (Dewey, 1910:19)

 One of the oldest questions in natural
 history, old even in Darwin's day, is the
 question, "What is a species?" The species
 problem has never once dropped from sight
 in the long history of systematics, and in
 recent years the development of cladistic
 analysis has given it a particular new vi?
 tality (Wiley, 1978; Mishler and Dono?
 ghue, 1982; Cracraft, 1983; de Queiroz and
 Donoghue, 1988, 1990a, 1990b; Nelson,
 1989; Wheeler and Nixon, 1990; Ereshef-
 sky, 1991; Baum, 1992). In addition to new
 species concepts rooted in the ideas of cla?
 distics, other new concepts have been re?
 cently proposed, concepts based on behav?
 ioral (Paterson, 1985) and ecological
 (Ehrlich and Raven, 1969; Van Valen, 1976)

 231
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 criteria, and all of these seem to be in some
 way at odds with each other and with their
 predecessors.

 The very intractability of the species
 problem might suggest to us, however, that
 there is something here that is deeply amiss,
 something that may not lie in our answers
 to the question, "What is a species?" but
 in the very question itself. Perhaps the spe?
 cies problem is not something that needs
 to be solved, but rather something that, in
 Dewey's phrase, needs to be gotten over.
 There are indications that some systema?
 tists are beginning to look upon the species
 problem in this way. Mishler and Dono?
 ghue (1982), for example, suggested that
 no one species concept is applicable across
 all taxa, and that to search for one is futile.
 Systematists, they argued, should adopt a
 pluralistic approach. In a similar vein, de
 Queiroz and Donoghue (1988) presented
 not a new species concept, but instead an
 analysis of the interrelations of various
 species concepts, without advocating any
 one of them over the others.

 In this paper I take a view complemen?
 tary to that of de Queiroz and Donoghue.
 I provide here a new perspective on the
 species problem, one that derives from my
 previous studies of the historical character
 of systematics and the history of systematic
 representation (O'Hara, 1988a, 1988b,
 1991a, 1992). This perspective I call system?
 atic generalization, and it will allow us to see
 the species problem not as a problem of
 fact, but rather as a problem of historical
 representation. I will argue that by taking
 up the perspective of systematic general?
 ization we will be better able, not to solve
 the species problem, but rather to get over
 it.

 My argument will proceed as follows.
 First, I will reiterate the distinction be?
 tween systematics and classification (Grif?
 fiths, 1974; de Queiroz, 1988) and restate
 my characterization of systematics as the
 discipline that estimates and represents the
 evolutionary chronicle, our current inter?
 pretation of the ancient concept of the nat?
 ural system (O'Hara, 1988b). I do this in
 order to make it clear that my argument
 here will not be an argument for the le-

 gitimacy of different classifications of nat?
 ural objects, because it is not an argument
 about classification at all, but rather about
 different generalized representations of the
 single natural system. I will then go on to
 develop the idea of systematic generaliza?
 tion itself, drawing upon my previous
 treatment of tree simplification (O'Hara,
 1992) and comparing systematic general?
 ization to the well-understood process of
 cartographic generalization. While carto?
 graphic generalization is practiced on rep?
 resentations of the earth, systematic gen?
 eralization is practiced on representations
 of evolutionary history, and I will show
 that, as a consequence, the principles of
 systematic generalization differ in inter?
 esting ways from those of cartographic
 generalization. Instead of being based on
 judgements of geographical importance, as
 in cartographic generalization, decisions
 about systematic generalization are made
 according to judgements of historical im?
 portance, and these judgements are em?
 bodied in narrative predicates (Danto, 1968,
 1985; O'Hara, 1988b). In cases where the
 events being described are temporally re?
 mote (as they will ordinarily be for higher
 taxa), these narrative predicates are con?
 ventional and retrospective. As we ap?
 proach the present, however, and try to
 describe populations and species that are
 in the midst of change, our systematic gen?
 eralizations become based perforce on pro?
 spective narrative predicates, under which
 past and present events are described with
 reference to events that are expected to oc?
 cur in the future. I will show that pro?
 spective narrative predicates underlie the
 notion of "historical fate" that has figured
 in Wiley's discussions of the species prob?
 lem (Wiley, 1978,1981), as well as Hennig's
 (1966) notion of tokogeny as something
 distinct from phylogeny, and even the idea
 of a population itself. Because all of the
 commonly advocated species concepts de?
 pend upon prospective narration, all of
 them are necessarily indeterminate in their
 application to groups of organisms in the
 present, whether these groups are of in?
 terest as "units of evolution" or as units

 for cladistic analysis.
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 1993 SPECIES AND SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATION 233

 I will conclude by arguing that this nec?
 essary indeterminacy is a function of the
 level of generalization at which phyloge?
 netic representations normally operate. As
 long as we do not attribute "irrelevant pre?
 tensions" (Toulmin, 1953:115) to these rep?
 resentations?as long as we do not expect
 more precision from them than they are
 able to deliver?their indeterminacy
 should not bother us. If in particular cases
 we have a genuine practical need for great?
 er chroniclar resolution than is available

 in existing representations, then the way
 is always open to provide it. But the idea
 that we can create a single perfect repre?
 sentation of the evolutionary chronicle
 made up of elements called species is no
 more realistic than the idea that we can

 create a single perfect map of the earth.

 CLASSIFICATION VERSUS SYSTEM

 Griffiths (1974), and following him de
 Queiroz (1988), distinguished between two
 different kinds of ordering activities,
 termed classification and systematization.
 The distinction between these two activi?

 ties, and between their products?classi?
 fications and systems?is an important one,
 and I want to reiterate it here because get?
 ting over the species problem will involve
 picturing what the object of systematics?
 the natural system?looks like up close.

 Classification is the grouping of objects
 into classes on the basis of the properties
 of the objects being classified. The objects
 in each group are spoken of as being mem?
 bers or instances of their class. In contrast,
 systematization is the arrangement of ob?
 jects into some larger whole object, and the
 relation that the constituent objects bear to
 the systematic whole is that of a connected
 part rather than a member (cf. Ghiselin,
 1987).

 Although the distinction between clas?
 sifications and systems has attracted atten?
 tion only recently, if we survey the history
 of systematics we find it made over and
 over again by a variety of authors, albeit
 with varying degrees of clarity. Those sys?
 tematists who have not internalized the

 distinction in the present may have diffi?
 culty seeing it in the past, but there can be

 no question that it has been present in the
 minds of theoretically inclined systema-
 tists for many years. In the older literature
 the term "arrangement" is often used in
 place of system, and arrangement and sys?
 tem are contrasted with classification or

 "division." Thus with respect to the dis?
 tinct concepts of arrangement and divi?
 sion, Macleay was at pains to show his
 readers "how far they are from being, as
 some naturalists think, synonymous"
 (Macleay, 1819-1821:179). In a similar vein,
 Wallace (1856) lamented the difficulty of
 making a classification of the passerine
 birds because so many of the apparent
 groups grade into one another (O'Hara,
 1987). In such a situation, he said, "an ar?
 rangement may be possible, but a classifica?
 tion may not be so. We must therefore give
 up altogether the principle of division, and
 employ that of agglutination or juxtaposi?
 tion" (Wallace, 1856:195, emphasis in orig?
 inal). And Darwin, in what may be an al?
 lusion to Wallace's earlier work, made the
 contrast between classification and ar?

 rangement in order to express his belief
 that "the arrangement of the groups within
 each class, in due subordination and rela?
 tion to the other groups, must be strictly
 genealogical to be natural" (Darwin, 1859:
 420, emphasis in original), but that a clas?
 sification need not strictly reflect genea?
 logical arrangement. A consequence of this,
 he said, is that a classification of taxa in the
 present may need to be revised in the fu?
 ture if the taxa undergo further divergence
 and extinction. "Nevertheless their gene?
 alogical arrangement remains strictly true,
 not only at the present time, but at each
 successive period of descent" (Darwin,
 1859:421, emphasis in original). It is sig?
 nificant to note that those authors who dis?

 tinguished between classifications and sys?
 tems often represented the results of their
 systematic investigations in diagrams rath?
 er than in hierarchical lists of names

 (O'Hara, 1988a, 1991a; the classification/
 systematization distinction was not entire?
 ly clear to me in the first of these papers).

 If systematics is the study of the natural
 system, how are we to understand the con?
 cept of "the natural system" today? I ar-
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 Displayed at
 1:1,500,000

 1750,000

 1:1,500,000

 1:3,000,000

 1:6,000,000

 1:20,000,000

 Figure 1. Cartographic generalization illustrated
 by the outline of the city of Vienna at various scales
 (after Topfer and Pillewizer, 1966:15).

 gued previously (O'Hara, 1988b) that the
 natural system today should be conceived
 of as the evolutionary chronicle, the se?
 quence of events in the evolutionary his?
 tory of life. The totality of the natural sys?
 tem, the complete account of all the events
 of the evolutionary past, may be referred
 to as the Ideal Evolutionary Chronicle (af?
 ter the Ideal Chronicle of Danto, 1985), and
 the evolutionary trees drawn by systema?
 tists today are representations of that Ideal
 Evolutionary Chronicle, that large partic?
 ular object, the natural system.

 Cartographic Generalization

 The Earth, like the natural system, is also
 a large particular object, and creating rep?
 resentations of the large particular object
 called the Earth is the task of cartography.
 As anyone who reflects upon the nature of
 cartography will see, no map can represent
 all of the objects and features that exist in
 the region it portrays; any map that en-

 deavored to do so, like the map in Lewis
 Carroll's Sylvie and Bruno Concluded, would
 be useless.

 "We very soon got six yards to the mile. Then
 we tried a hundred yards to the mile. And then came
 the grandest idea of all! We actually made a map
 of the country, on the scale of a mile to the mile!"

 "Have you used it much?" I enquired.
 "It has never been spread out, yet," said Mein

 Herr: the farmers objected: they said it would cover
 the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So
 now we use the country itself, as its own map, and
 I assure you it does nearly as well." (Carroll, 1893:
 169, emphasis in original)

 Every real map is a simplification of the
 world, and the process of simplification,
 from the Earth to a map, and especially
 from a complex map to a simpler version
 of the same map, is called cartographic gen?
 eralization (Topfer and Pillewizer, 1966;
 Robinson and Petchenik, 1976; Bertin, 1983;
 Robinson et al., 1984; Buttenfield and Mc-
 Master, 1991).

 In the simplest case, cartographic gen?
 eralization involves nothing more than the
 wholesale deletion of objects as the scale
 of a map gets smaller. In an atlas of the
 eastern Adriatic, Topfer and Pillewizer
 (1966:13) counted 102 islands on the
 1:2,500,000 sheet, 62 on the 1:5,000,000
 sheet, 21 on the 1:10,000,000 sheet, 12 on
 the 1:20,000,000 sheet, and only 7 islands
 on the 1:50,000,000 sheet. But generaliza?
 tion also involves changes that are more
 subtle than wholesale object deletion. For
 example, an object with an irregular out?
 line may be generalized by having the
 points (called control points) that deter?
 mine its shape deleted selectively. In this
 way a sprawling city may be reduced to a
 simple polygon (Fig. 1). Extended linear
 objects, such as road or river systems, may
 be generalized through a similar selective
 deletion of control points and may in ad?
 dition have certain of their branches

 pruned off entirely (Fig. 2).
 Given these considerations, it is clear that

 many different generalizations can be made
 from a single source map. If this is the case,
 how does a cartographer choose among the
 alternative generalizations in practice? In
 retaining and discarding map elements
 during generalization and in simplifying
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 Figure 2. A variety of generalizations of the Nile delta (after Topfer and Pillewizer, 1966:14, fig. 3).

 the contours of some objects while pre?
 serving those of others, the concern of the
 cartographer is always a pragmatic one: the
 use to which the generalized map will be
 put. A map intended to show truck drivers
 the expeditious routes through a major city
 may safely omit the details of the subway
 system running underneath that city, but
 a map to be used by tourists on foot had
 best include such details. The various gen?
 eralizations of the Nile delta shown in Fig?
 ure 2 might likewise be designed for dif?
 ferent uses, one to show branches navigable
 by ships with 1-m drafts, another for ships
 with 2-m drafts, and so on. The use to which
 a generalized map will be put need not be
 wholly serious, of course. There is a pop?
 ular series of postcard maps of the United
 States, each of which shows about 100 cit?
 ies, a suitable number given the size and
 scale of these maps, but the cities shown
 include the likes of Athens (Louisiana),
 Cologne (Virginia), Munich (North Da?
 kota), Paris (Texas), Florence (Arizona),
 Perth (Nevada), and London (Oregon). The
 "use" of this particular generalization is to
 amuse the reader of the map.

 The complexity and pragmatic character
 of the generalization process have become

 particularly apparent in recent years as car?
 tographers have tried to develop general?
 ization rules that can be applied automat?
 ically by computers. Such a set of rules,
 when applied to a large geographical data
 base, would allow a computer to mimic the
 traditional practice of the human cartog?
 rapher and to construct a generalized map
 of any scale for any given region. The de?
 velopment of such rules might appear to
 be simple. We could say, for example, that
 our generalized map will include only
 highways with four or more lanes or only
 those cities that have a population of
 100,000 or more; in simplifying the out?
 lines of irregular objects we might elect to
 delete, say, every third control point. But
 a map resulting from the application of
 such rigid rules might be far from our ex?
 pectation and might be unable, as a con?
 sequence, to serve our purposes.

 A simplification of cities on a map of the United
 States which included only those of more than
 100,000 inhabitants would eliminate many in the
 western United States that are far more "impor?
 tant" in their regions than many of those that would
 have been included in the more populous eastern
 United States. (Robinson et al., 1984:129)

 These examples illustrate an important
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 fact about generalized maps and their re?
 lation to the world, and how the relation
 of maps to the world differs from the re?
 lation we might be inclined to think ob?
 tains between scientific hypotheses and the
 world. Scientific hypotheses, we might
 suppose, are statements about the world
 that are either true or false, and their truth
 or falsehood can be established by means
 of observations. But the ordinary relation
 of a map to the world is very different from
 this. If I am riding on a subway train, and
 I look at my city map to find out what the
 next stop will be, only to discover that the
 map shows streets only and no subway
 lines, I may be frustrated and declare the
 map useless, but in such a circumstance I
 would be unlikely to call it false. There are
 ways in which a map can be false, of course,
 by showing a street that simply does not
 exist, for example; but an ordinary map,
 one without such outright errors, is not so
 much a true or false hypothesis about the
 world as it is a representation of the world
 by means of which we can answer certain
 questions and, by implication, not answer
 other questions (Toulmin, 1953). This type
 of relation to the world?the relation of

 maps more or less able to answer certain
 questions, rather than the relation of hy?
 potheses that are true or false?will be im?
 portant as we look at the systematic equiv?
 alent of cartographic generalization.

 Systematic Generalization

 In the 18th and 19th centuries, the nat?
 ural system was often compared to a map
 (Stevens, 1984; Barsanti, 1988; O'Hara,
 1988a, 1991a), and its reconstruction was
 sometimes compared to surveying. Both
 systematics and mapmaking, said Strick?
 land,

 must be pursued in the same way, viz. by a careful
 induction of facts; and it will be found that there
 is much analogy between the process here rec?
 ommended [for discovering the natural system] and
 that of a geographical survey. (Strickland, 1841:
 189)

 Even though our representations of the
 natural system today take the form of trees
 rather than maps, we nevertheless still use
 the language of distance to describe sys-

 tematic relationships ("x and y are very
 close, and both are far from z"; O'Hara,
 1991a), and our representations of the nat?
 ural system are still subject to a kind of
 systematic generalization that is very much
 like cartographic generalization. I will
 consider the nature of systematic gener?
 alization at higher levels first and then go
 on to examine the problems of systematic
 generalization at the "species" level, where
 the situation is more complex.

 Generalization at Higher Levels

 A map is a representation of the surface
 of the earth, and we generalize maps by
 selectively deleting objects, both whole ob?
 jects and control points. An evolutionary
 tree is a representation of history (O'Hara,
 1988b, 1991a), and we generalize historical
 representations by selectively deleting
 events. And just as any map can be gen?
 eralized in a variety of ways, so too can an
 evolutionary tree, by the selective deletion
 of different sets of events. The hypothetical
 phylogeny shown in Figure 3a, for exam?
 ple, could be generalized by omitting all
 events above nodes 8-15; this would yield
 the simplified tree shown in Figure 3b. Al?
 ternatively, one could omit a different set
 of events and produce the generalization
 shown in Figure 3c. The omission of yet
 another set of events would yield the gen?
 eralization shown in Figure 3d. It is worth
 noting that all of these different general?
 izations are compatible; they do not con?
 tradict one another, but rather emphasize
 through inclusion different sets of events.

 The complete chronicle of evolution is
 of course made up of an enormous number
 of events, and if we want to represent the
 entire course of evolution, in a textbook or
 a museum exhibit, say, then we must sub?
 stantially generalize the totality of our
 knowledge in order to produce a repre?
 sentation that will fit the space available
 to us. A one-page tree of life in a biology
 textbook is no more likely to show all the
 details of pycnogonid phylogeny than a
 one-page map of the world is to show the
 streets of Madison, Wisconsin. In an earlier
 paper I discussed the nature of such sim?
 plified evolutionary trees and argued that
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 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

 10 11 12 13 14 15 2 6 14 30 62 63 3 4 10 23 44 45

 Figure 3. Systematic generalization at higher levels (from O'Hara, 1992: fig. 5). A relatively ungeneralized
 phylogenetic tree (a), and three different generalizations of that tree (b-d).

 they have traditionally given greater at?
 tention to those events that, when seen in
 retrospect, appear to have been important
 in the history of human evolution (O'Hara,
 1992; cf. de Queiroz, 1988:252). This dif?
 ferential attention is manifest in the pat?
 tern of ranking exhibited by traditional
 (i.e., noncladistic) classifications of organ?
 isms?classifications deeply rooted in "na?
 ive" perceptions of natural diversity (Atran,
 1990)?and it has tended to support a pro-
 gressivist view of evolutionary history. It
 is important to realize, however, that sys?
 tematic generalization is not restricted to
 textbook diagrams of the whole course of
 evolution. Whenever we collapse particu?
 lar branches on a tree in order to show a

 summary view, as in Figure 4, we are per?
 forming an act of systematic generaliza?
 tion. And since no tree shows all the details

 of phylogeny, every tree is a selection from
 and a generalization of the totality of the
 events in the evolutionary past, just as ev?
 ery map is a generalization of the surface
 of the earth.

 Generalization at Lower Levels: Narrative
 Predication and Historical Fate

 The characterization of systematic gen?
 eralization that I have just given would
 exhaust the topic if all organismal repro?
 duction were uniparental, because under
 such conditions the evolutionary chronicle
 would be thoroughly branching down to
 the level of individual organisms: it would
 be "clades all the way down" (de Queiroz
 and Donoghue, 1988:326). If we use the
 term clan to refer to an individual organism
 and all of its descendants, then under uni?
 parental reproduction clades and clans are
 identical. In most organisms, however, re?
 production is biparental rather than uni?
 parental, and new problems of systematic
 generalization arise in connection with the
 reticulate chronicle generated by biparen?
 tal reproduction. Hennig's discussion of
 tokogeny and phylogeny (Hennig, 1966:
 29-32) will serve as a convenient starting
 point for an examination of these prob?
 lems.

 In his outline of the principles of sys-
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 - Struthioniformes

 - Tinamiformes

 - Struthionidae

 - Rheidae

 - Casuarndae

 - Apterygidae

 - Tinamidae

 HE
 Apteryx australis

 A haastn

 A owenn

 - Casuanus

 - Dromaius

 - Struthio

 - Rhea

 - Crypturellus, Eudromia

 - Nothoprocta cmerascens

 _ N curvirostns,
 N perdicana

 Figure 4. Three alternate generalizations of the
 dade of the ratite birds (after Sibley and Ahlquist,
 1990:838-839, 842; but see O'Hara, 1991b, on their
 accuracy).

 tematics, Hennig defined tokogenetic re?
 lationships as the "genetic relationships
 between individuals" (Hennig, 1966:29).
 "Groups of individuals that are intercon?
 nected by tokogenetic relationships" are
 species, and the "genetic relationships that
 interconnect species" are phylogenetic re?
 lationships (Hennig, 1966:30).

 The structural picture of the phylogenetic rela?
 tionships differs as much from that of the individ?
 ual tokogenetic relationships as the latter does from
 the structural picture of the ontogenetic relation?
 ships. In spite of these differences in their struc?
 tural pictures, the phylogenetic, tokogenetic, and
 ontogenetic relationships are only portions of a
 continuous fabric of relationships that intercon?
 nect all semaphoronts and groups of semaphor-
 onts. With Zimmermann we will call the totality
 of these the "hologenetic relationships/' (Hennig,
 1966:30)

 Hennig illustrated these different relation?
 ships with the diagram that is reproduced
 here as Figure 5.

 Hennig's text suggests that these differ?
 ent types of relationships are distinct and
 additive in some sense?that ontogeny plus
 tokogeny plus phylogeny equals hologe-
 ny. But a better understanding of these dif?
 ferent kinds of relationships can be ob?
 tained by examining Hennig's diagram in
 the context of systematic generalization.
 What is shown in Figure 5 is not so much

 three distinct kinds of relationships as it is
 the same "fabric of relationships" under
 three different degrees of generalization.
 Indeed, the structure of Figure 5 is strik?
 ingly cartographic, with a central view and
 two insets, a lower one magnified to show
 ontogeny and one at the right reduced to
 show phylogeny, just as one might pro?
 duce a map of a city with one inset to show
 the city center in detail and another to show
 a more generalized view of the greater
 metropolitan area.

 Hennig's diagram is intended to illus?
 trate basic principles, and as it is drawn the
 three levels of generalization in it are un?
 problematic. But let us consider a more
 complex case (Fig. 6a) where generaliza?
 tion is problematic. How might we gen?
 eralize Figure 6a into a phylogenetic dia?
 gram, like the inset at the right in Figure
 5? At first glance we might recognize three
 branches and produce the generalization
 shown in Figure 6b. On closer examina?
 tion, however, we may notice that each of
 the terminal taxa of Figure 6b can be sub?
 divided further, as shown in Figure 6c. But
 we can also see that there were gaps in the
 "fabric of relationships" among the earlier
 generations that subsequently closed up.
 Counting generations from the bottom of
 the diagram and individuals from the left,
 we see, for example, that individuals 11:2
 and 11:3 stand on either side of a repro?
 ductive gap that continued for a time but
 then disappeared after generation 17. In
 light of this observation, and based on
 whatever knowledge we may have of the
 characteristics and geographical distribu?
 tions of the organisms involved, we might
 judge the separations between both H and
 I and also between D and E in this case to

 be temporary and so choose not to indicate
 those separations in our generalized dia?
 gram (Fig. 6d). Alternatively, we might
 judge for similar reasons that even the sep?
 aration between B and C is a temporary
 situation, and that as a consequence we
 should recognize only A and J in our gen?
 eralized diagram (Fig. 6e). A complication
 enters the picture when we consider in?
 dividuals 13:7 and 13:8. The mating of these
 individuals interrupts a long-standing re-
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 Species differences

 sexual dimorphism polymorphism
 individual

 Figure 5. Diagram of hologenetic relationships (from Hennig, 1966:31, fig. 6). Although Hennig's text
 suggests that hologeny is made up of ontogeny, tokogeny, and phylogeny all taken together, this diagram
 shows that these three types of relationships are really just the same "fabric of relationships" shown under
 three different levels of generalization. Note the cartographic character of this figure, with a main portion
 in the center and two insets. (Reproduced with permission of the University of Illinois and R. Zangerl.)

 productive gap, which then reappears and
 continues through subsequent genera?
 tions. Depending upon how one judges the
 geographical setting and the organisms in?
 volved, this event might be taken as evi?
 dence that the reproductive gap between
 A and B is only temporary, and so this
 portion of Figure 6a could be generalized
 into a single branch, K, which is separated
 from C by a reproductive gap that has been
 unbroken for 13 generations (Fig. 6f). As
 a final possibility, our knowledge of the
 organisms depicted in Figure 6a might lead

 us to regard all of these reproductive gaps
 as temporary and so to produce the gen?
 eralization shown in Figure 6g.

 What is the nature of the reasoning just
 described, the reasoning that leads from
 Figure 6a to the various alternative gen?
 eralizations shown in Figures 6b-g? In each
 of these cases, the operative principle of
 generalization is some notion of "tempo?
 rariness." Permanent gaps in the fabric of
 relationships are regarded as important and
 are retained in each generalization, where?
 as gaps judged to be temporary are in each
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 E F

 (c)  (d)

 Figure 6. A hypothetical evolutionary chronicle (a), and six different generalizations of that chronicle (b-
 g). Which generalization we prefer will depend upon our judgements of the temporariness or permanence
 of the various gaps in the "fabric of relationships." Note that generalizations (e) and (f) are incompatible.
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 case generalized out of existence. Darwin,
 who implicitly held this view, often re?
 ferred to species as "permanent varieties"
 (e.g., Darwin, 1859:475). But what is im?
 plied by the claim that a particular gap or
 separation is either "temporary" or "per?
 manent"? To refer to a particular separa?
 tion, say, that between H and I in Figure
 6a, as a temporary separation is to make a
 specific claim about the future: it is to say
 that there will exist in the future individ?
 uals that are both descendants of H and
 also at the same time descendants of I. Such

 a claim about the future may of course turn
 out to be false: I may describe the separa?
 tion between H and I as temporary, but it
 may in fact turn out to be permanent, and
 no descendant of H may ever reproduce
 with any descendant of I. The truth of such
 claims?claims of temporariness or per?
 manence?is thus determined retrospec?
 tively (Sober, 1984:339,1993; cf. de Queiroz
 and Donoghue, 1988:330): it "depends very
 much upon the way the world goes" (Dan-
 to, 1985:194). This is how it is possible to
 create incompatible generalizations, such
 as those shown in Figures 6e and 6f: the
 events of Figure 6a can be assembled into
 composite events in more than one way
 because the criterion of assembly is con?
 tingent upon how things go in the future.

 The problem of retrospective determi?
 nation will be familiar to anyone who has
 reflected upon the difficulty faced by his?
 torians of current events. Danto referred

 to this difficulty as the problem of narrative
 predication.

 I may refer to my favorite candidate as our next
 president, and though she may indeed be that, it
 will have been false that she was that if she in fact

 fails to win the election. I shall call such predicates,
 which are true of objects and events at a given time
 only if certain objects and events occur at a time
 future to them and failing which they are retro?
 spectively false, narrative predicates. When we apply
 them to present objects, we are making a special
 claim on the future, different indeed from that
 made by the use of non-narrative future-referring
 predicates. (Danto, 1985:349-350, emphasis in orig?
 inal)

 Prospective narrative predication?the ap?
 plication of a narrative predicate to an ob?
 ject in the present, as when we refer to

 someone as the next president or to the
 separation between two populations as
 temporary?is characteristic not of "a story
 told in retrospect, but a story which the
 narrator is in the midst of" (Rouse, 1990:
 184). And the truth or falsehood of pro?
 spective narrative sentences is logically in?
 determinable in the present.

 The evolutionary story is something that
 all of us are in the midst of, so let us con?
 sider how these ideas of prospective nar?
 ration and retrospective determination re?
 late to the species problem. Suppose we
 wish to choose among the alternative gen?
 eralizations of Figure 6a and have adopted
 the evolutionary species concept as de?
 fined by Wiley (1978:18, emphasis in orig?
 inal): A species is a single lineage of ancestral
 descendant populations of organisms which
 maintains its identity from other such lineages
 and which has its own evolutionary tendencies
 and historical fate." Under this definition
 could H and I be considered separate spe?
 cies? They could be, if we considered their
 separation permanent: each would then
 have a separate historical fate. But if their
 separation is only temporary, then their
 fates would not be distinct, and we would
 have to regard them as a single species
 under this definition. As we have seen,
 judgements of temporariness depend upon
 prospective narration, so unless we know
 the future, we cannot with certainty an?
 swer the question in this case*

 Suppose instead of Wiley's evolutionary
 species concept we chose to adopt the phy?
 logenetic species concept as formulated by
 Cracraft (1983:170; emphasis in original):
 "A species is the smallest diagnosable cluster of
 individual organisms within which there is a
 parental pattern of ancestry and descent." This
 species concept makes no explicit refer?
 ence to "temporariness" or "fate" and so
 might seem to be free of narrative predi?
 cation, but if we reflect on the notion of a
 cluster of individuals "within which there

 is a parental pattern of ancestry and de?
 scent" we can see that it is not. There is a

 parental pattern of ancestry and descent
 within H and also within I. Is there such

 a pattern of ancestry and descent within
 H and I considered together? At the mo-
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 ment (generation 22) there does not appear
 to be, but perhaps in the next generation
 the gap between these two patterns of an?
 cestry and descent will be erased, as similar
 gaps in other parts of this tree were erased
 in earlier generations. Wheeler and Nixon
 (1990), advocates of the phylogenetic spe?
 cies concept, recognized this difficulty and
 conceded that "temporary isolation" of in?
 dividuals within a phylogenetic species
 does not change the species status of those
 individuals (1990:78). But this leaves us
 with the same dilemma that confronted the

 notion of historical fate in the evolutionary
 species concept: how do we tell whether
 the isolation is temporary or not? The phy?
 logenetic species concept attempts to cap?
 ture Hennig's notion that if phylogenetic
 relationships obtain among objects then
 those objects are species, whereas if toko-
 genetic relationships obtain among the ob?
 jects then those objects are parts of species.
 The distinction between tokogeny and
 phylogeny, however, is a matter of gen?
 eralization, as Figure 6 shows, and the sys?
 tematic generalization of present or near-
 present events depends necessarily upon
 prospective narration.

 Let us consider finally the venerable bi?
 ological species concept. In his Animal Spe?
 cies and Evolution, Mayr (1963:19) quoted
 two versions of the biological species con?
 cept, the first his own and the second Dob-
 zhansky's: "groups of actually or poten?
 tially interbreeding natural populations
 which are reproductively isolated from
 other such groups" (Mayr, 1940) and "the
 largest and most inclusive . . . reproductive
 community of sexual and cross-fertilizing
 individuals which share a common gene
 pool" (Dobzhansky, 1950). Other varia?
 tions on these definitions have appeared
 from time to time as well (Mayr, 1970,1982).
 These definitions of biological species
 mention explicitly neither patterns of an?
 cestry and descent nor historical fate but
 instead contain the idea of an "interbreed?

 ing population" or a "reproductive com?
 munity." Are H and I in Figure 6a part of
 the same interbreeding population, or are
 they different populations? There is no
 gene flow between them now, but perhaps

 there will be in the future: perhaps the
 absence of gene flow between H and I is
 only temporary. If so, we might consider
 them to be members of the same popula?
 tion and hence of the same species. Alter?
 natively, we might believe that these two
 groups of individuals will never exchange
 genes again, and that their separation is
 permanent. In such a case we might con?
 sider them to be separate populations and
 species. Since no population is instanta?
 neously panmictic, our judgement as to
 what individuals belong to a particular
 population or reproductive community will
 always depend to some extent upon our
 expectation of the future behavior of those
 individuals and their descendants. In other

 words, it will depend to some extent upon
 prospective narration.

 All three of these species concepts then?
 the evolutionary, phylogenetic, and
 biological?depend upon prospective nar?
 ration: upon notions of fate, temporari?
 ness, and permanence. As a consequence,
 it is logically impossible for these species
 concepts to be applied with certainty in
 the present because they all depend upon
 the future. Having reached this conclu?
 sion, the reader might expect me now to
 offer a new species definition of my own
 that avoids the problem of prospective nar?
 ration, but this I will not do. I do not regard
 future dependence as a flaw of these spe?
 cies concepts; it is simply an ineliminable
 characteristic of them, and I consider Wil?
 ey's explicit recognition of future depen?
 dence, under the name of "historical fate,"
 to be particularly insightful. Rather than
 offer a new species definition, I will sug?
 gest that by seeing the species problem as
 a problem of historical representation, and
 by recognizing the limits of representa?
 tion, we will be better able, not to solve
 the species problem by means of redefi?
 nition, but rather to get over it.

 Conclusion: Getting over the
 Species Problem

 When we use a map we are conscious of
 its limitations. We know, for example, that
 because a map shows a particular building
 as a solid black square, this does not mean
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 that the color of the building itself is black
 nor that because the square on the map is
 solid the building itself has no internal
 structure. We know that just because a city
 map does not indicate any trees, this does
 not mean that none of the city's streets are
 tree lined. We will go a long way toward
 solving, or rather dissolving, the species
 problem when we genuinely come to rec?
 ognize that our "maps" of evolutionary
 history have, and will always have, similar
 limitations, because both trees and maps
 are based on many of the same represen?
 tational phenomena. Because the delimi?
 tation of species in the present depends
 upon expectations of the future, and be?
 cause different systematists may frame such
 expectations differently, a variety of gen?
 eralizations of the natural system at "the
 species level" are possible, and there may
 not be any absolute criteria available for
 choosing among them. As we have seen,
 some of these generalizations may even be
 incompatible (Figs. 6e, 6f). If Figures 6e
 and 6f were presented as empirical results
 by two different systematists it would be
 natural to assume that one of these trees

 must be wrong, but that need not be the
 case: they may simply be two different gen?
 eralizations of the same chronicle, differ?
 ing only in how the terminal taxa were
 initially assembled.

 Using individual organisms as terminal
 taxa in cladistic analysis, rather than ag?
 gregates, might seem to be an empirical
 solution to the problem of future depen?
 dence, but this solution evades the ques?
 tion of species delimitation entirely and
 leaves open an even greater empirical
 problem, that of recovering a reticulate se?
 quence of events, something that standard
 cladistic analysis is simply not able to do.
 It is an assumption of cladistic analysis that
 derived character states are not distributed

 across organisms in a partially overlapping
 manner: cladistics is dependent upon de?
 rived character states being either disjunct,
 completely overlapping, or nested. If two
 different sets of characters yield incom?
 patible trees, under the assumptions of cla?
 distic analysis one of those trees is wrong.
 But if the underlying chronicle is reticu-

 late, then both trees may in fact be rep?
 resenting true events in the evolutionary
 chronicle, each one of them being simply
 a different selection from the totality of
 those events (a different generalization).
 An example from the phylogeny of lan?
 guage will illustrate this point (J. Wills,
 personal communication). Historical lin?
 guists usually consider English to be a part
 of the Germanic branch of the Indo-Eu?

 ropean languages. Certain sets of English
 words, however, are very similar to words
 in the Algonquian branch of the Amerind
 languages, very far removed in language
 evolution from Indo-European. The En?
 glish word "opossum," for example, is very
 close to the Algonquian "apasum," English
 "raccoon" is like Algonquian "arahkun,"
 English "moose" is similar to Natick
 "moos," and so on. Application of cladistic
 analysis to world languages using this set
 of characters would identify English and
 Algonquian as a dade, while a similar anal?
 ysis based on another set of characters, kin?
 ship terms for example, would recognize
 English and German as a dade. In fact,
 English shares derived character states with
 both German and Algonquian, and the con?
 cept of dade is imperfectly defined here,
 just as it is in Figure 6, because the under?
 lying chronicle is partially reticulate. Rigid
 empiricism will not advance our under?
 standing of evolutionary history very far
 (de Queiroz and Donoghue, 1990a; O'Hara,
 1991a:272).

 A more sophisticated awareness of the
 limits of systematic representation will lead
 us to recognize that just because a phylo?
 genetic diagram terminates in things called
 "species" this does not mean that those
 species have no internal structure (histor?
 ical structure) of their own, some of which
 may be recoverable by cladistic analysis.
 Conversely, just because the terminal "spe?
 cies" of a phylogenetic diagram are drawn
 on separate branches, this does not nec?
 essarily imply that there has been abso?
 lutely no gene flow between them, some
 of which may be detectable by population
 genetic analysis. If the terminal branches
 are phylogenetic species in Cracraft's sense
 (1983), then it is even possible that they
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 will completely fuse with one another at
 some point in the future and the distinc?
 tion between them will become obliterat?

 ed, contrary to the traditional expectation
 that species are "permanent varieties."
 Which of these situations is possible given
 any particular systematic representation
 will be clear only from the author's de?
 scription and annotation of that represen?
 tation, just as it is only possible to tell from
 the legend of a map and the conventions
 of the cartographic community what sorts
 of objects a given map does and does not
 represent.

 If some particular systematic represen?
 tation turns out to be inadequate for a cer?
 tain purpose as studies of the finer details
 of the evolutionary chronicle proceed, then
 the way is always open, as it is in cartog?
 raphy, to create new and more finely re?
 solved (less generalized) representations
 to show the features desired. Indeed we

 see this issue already being addressed in
 studies that explore the relationships be?
 tween "gene trees" and "species trees"
 (Goodman et al., 1979; Avise et al., 1987;
 Doyle, 1992). The exercise of a little rep?
 resentational imagination might give us
 cladistic diagrams of the higher level re?
 lationships of a taxon, with insets to show
 the internal populational or geographic
 histories of the terminal taxa. I predict that
 in the coming years such diagrams will
 appear, and that representations of evo?
 lutionary history will become richer and
 more complex. As the higher level branch?
 ing sequences in certain taxa become more
 or less firmly established, we will see more
 and more elements of the evolutionary
 chronicle, such as distributions, dispersals,
 changes in continuous variables, hybrid?
 ization events, polymorphisms, and so on,
 mapped onto phylogenetic diagrams. The
 development of such rich representations
 may be obstructed somewhat by the stan?
 dard format of journals, which typically
 precludes the publication of figures larger
 than a single page. But eventually it may
 become as natural to include large folding
 phylogenetic diagrams in systematic works
 as it is to include maps in pockets at the
 back of monographs in geology. The pros-

 pects for interactive electronic represen?
 tations, corresponding to the geographic
 information systems used by cartogra?
 phers, are also great; computer programs
 such as MacClade (Maddison and Maddi?
 son, 1992) point the way.

 In drawing an analogy in this paper be?
 tween evolutionary trees and geographic
 maps I have focused on trees at the "spe?
 cies" level and on prospective narration as
 a criterion of generalization. But the anal?
 ogy between trees and maps is not restrict?
 ed to this case alone (O'Hara, 1992) and it
 is more than a simple analogy. To the ex?
 tent that trees and maps are both instances
 of the general class of representational de?
 vices, the similarities between them are
 identities rather than analogies. In system?
 atics we are particularly concerned with
 historical representations, and because
 maps are synchronic representations they
 are not identical in every respect with trees
 of history. But because maps as represen?
 tational devices are comparatively well un?
 derstood, they can provide us with insights
 into some of the general problems of rep?
 resentation. These insights can then be ad?
 justed in their details and reapplied to the
 representation of history, just as elements
 of the concept of artificial selection can be
 adjusted and reapplied to the process of
 natural selection. And just as the original
 concept of artificial selection, recast as nat?
 ural selection, can be modified and ex?
 tended still further to cover the evolution

 of ideas in individuals (Wright, 1877:115-
 117) and communities (Toulmin, 1972), so
 also it may be possible to develop the no?
 tion of cartographic generalization, first
 into a way of understanding "maps" of the
 history of life, and from there into a gen?
 eral theory of historical representation.

 As historical scientists, systematists have
 become increasingly aware in recent years
 of the inferential character of their disci?

 pline and of the limits placed upon sys?
 tematics by the task it has set itself: the
 reconstruction of the evolutionary past.
 Systematists must now come to realize that
 their task is not simply one of reconstruc?
 tion, but of reconstruction and represen?
 tation, and that historical representation is
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 no less difficult a matter than historical re?

 construction. That is the lesson taught by
 the species problem.
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